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About...  

n  Teaching Romanian as Second Language 
(RSL) 

n  Terminology 
n  Teaching Scientific Terms (ST) in RSL 

n  Meta mathematical concepts (self-naming 
terms) 

n  Reading ST 
n  Grammar of ST. Exercises in ST acquisition 



Teaching RSL 
n  Traditional vs. Communicative 

n  Conscious learning of a foreign language 
n  Explicit vs. implicit grammar 
n  Notional-functional vs. structural grammar 
n  Structural exercises vs exercises through 

communication 
n  The MINDSETTING METHOD (A. Corbisier) 

n  Communication Skills 
n  Multilingualism and intercomprehension 
n  European Language Passport 
n  Child vs. adult - language immersion  
 

 



Language-Linguistics-Terminology  

n  Content, plan, program 
n  Text 

n  Science vs. Language 

n  Term 
n  Language vs. terminology  
 

 



Plan 
n  i. The set of numbers real numbers. Definitions. Examples. ii. 

Relations between real numbers. iii Intervals. (1) Operations with 
real numbers. Addition. Subtraction. Properties. (2) Multiplication. 
Division. Exponentiation. 

 
n  Functions i. Sets. Operations with sets. Coordinate systems. ii. The 

notion of function. Definition. Terminology. Set of values. Graph of a 
function. 

 
n  Equations and inequations/inequalities i. Equations. The notion of 

equation, the set of solutions. Procedures to obtain equivalent 
equations. Guidance in solving equations with one unknown ii. 
Inequalities. Properties of inequalities. Arithmetic vs. Geometric 
Mean. Two-inequality systems with one unknown iii. Systems of 
equations. Solving systems using algebraic methods.  
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Term 

n  Classical terminology (Wüster 1931) 
n  Social terminology (Gaudin 2003) 
n  Communicative theory terminology TCT 

(Cabri 1998, 2005) 
n  Cognitive terminology (Depecker 2002) 
n  Variational terminology (Bertaccini et al. 

2006)  



Modern Linguistic Terminology in 
Romania  

n  „External” terminology (ABV 1993, 2000, 
2007, 2010), discursive terminology (AT 
2006) 

n  Ioana Vintilă-Rădulescu, Florin Teodor 
Tănăsescu (TERMROM), Solomon Marcus 
(metaphor), Gleb Drăgan (dictionary), 
Alexandra Cuniţă, Corina Lascu-Cilianu, 
Doina Bejan, Silvia Pitiriciu (etymology), 
Doina Butiurca, Mariana Bara (normative)  
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n  Formation of new terminology and 
language planning 

n  Current dynamics of terminologies 
n  Diachronic study of terminology 
n  Teaching ST 

n  Meta scientific terms – self-naming terms  
n  Proper scientific terms  
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Self-naming terms  

n  XIX algebra  
n  s.f. (arabicu) scientia matematica 

care se occupa cu operationile 
fundamentali, numita si Aritmetica 
generale si Analytica, de altii 
tradussa prin Calculu cu littere, era 
de altii restrinsa la artea de a 
deslega ecationi. (Laurian şi 
Massim 1871-1876) 

n  Poenar 1840, Negulici 
1848 

 

n  XX algébră  
n  şi  maĭ rar álgebră (fr. algèbre, it. 

sp. álgebra, d.ar. el-ĝebr) f., pl. e. 
Acea parte a matematiciĭ care se 
ocupă de chestiunile de aritmetică 
şi geometrie într’un mod general, 
înlocuin cu litere cantităţile ştiute 
şi neştiute [...] (Scriban 1939) 

n  CA 1926, DLR 1913, 
DEŞ 1978 DEXI 2007 
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n  VF-R Poienar et al. 1840, 1841 n  VR-F Costinescu 1870 
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c 
 
n  A mathematical science> 

> Type of activity> 
 

Ø  The specialized term/phrase> 
> Relations with other areas of 
mathematics>  

 
Ø  > Actual meaning, specialized  
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…τα οντα ώς εστιν λέγειν (Platon) 

n  Signifié 1.2> Signifié 2 + 
the same significant  = 
 apparent monosemie or veiled semantic neology 
 

n  Amalgam only in signifié, not in the concept 
 

n  "Express things as they are" (Plato) - the 
principle of objectivity in science at Coşeriu  



Transdisciplinary Terms and  
Cross Lingual Terms  

n  Algebra 
n  Geometry 
n  Arithmetics 
n  Definition 
n  Example  

 
n  etc..  





Proper Terms 

n  Term, concept, semantic hysteresis 
(Gentilhomme 2000) 

n  Term, concept, object (Toma 2006) 
n  Signified, designation, concept (Coşeriu 

cited. Munteanu in LC, LS, ABV In Honore, 
2010) 

n  “Objective“ vs. mental categories (c, st)  
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Reading ST  
as Communicative Method 

n  Artificial language (cf. Solomon Marcus 
natural vs. artificial language) 

n  Epistemological conceptual difficulty is 
often inversely proportional to the difficulty 
of reading 
n  Symbolic reading  
n  Denominative-conceptual reading  
n  Interpretive-explanatory reading  
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An Example - Exercise  

n  The triple reading is allowed by the triple 
possibility of presenting mathematical 
content 

 
n  Symbol - symbol name 
n  Concept - concept name 
n  Concept - definition, properties  



              v 





Outlook  

n  Reasoning and logical articulation 
n  Textual architecture  
n  Logical-semantic relations 

n  Generalization  
n  Particularization 
n  Exemplification  
n  Exception  



A Possible Conclusion 
n  The aquisition of scientific terms represents a special 

case in teaching RSL 
n  The artificial component of scientific language is an 

additional intermediary language between RSL and the 
language teaching tool (L1 or L2) 

n  The complexity of reading ST is given by the complexity 
of scientific terms as well as by the mixture of natural 
and artificial language and different levels of 
“scientificity“ in the  
n  specialist - specialist, and / or  
n  specialist - non-specialist communication 
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n  Thank you for your attention!  
 


